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WHAT IS SO B-A-D ABOUT D.A.B.?
HOW HIGH DEFINITION RADIO AFFECTS THE
PRODUCERS OF SOUND RECORDINGS
I. INTRODUCTION
Remember the days when you had to search Napster, KaZaA, and
Morpheus in order to download the latest tunes? Sure, it required a little bit
of work, and it was illegal, but the result was a hard drive full of free,
digital-quality music. With the advent of high-definition radio (HD Radio),
home recording of digital music has become even easier. In addition,
unlike peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing, it is doubtful that recording songs
from high- definition broadcasts will subject end users to a Recording
Industry Association of America (RIAA) lawsuit.
By adding digital "sideband" transmissions to traditional analog
signals,1 HD Radio broadcasts present listeners with sound quality on a par
with prerecorded CDs.2 Although the first generation of HD Radio
receivers hit American retail shelves in January 2004, 3 it is estimated that
there will be twelve million in the United States by the year 2007. 4 In
addition, second-generation receivers will likely "be able to cherry-pick
and redistribute music" without the aid of additional equipment.5
David Carson, General Counsel for the U.S. Copyright Office, stated,
"In the absence of corrective action, the rollout of digital radio and the
1. See iBiquity Digital, Technology: What is IBOC?, at http://www.ibiquity.com/
technology/iboc.htm (last visited Feb.10, 2004) [hereinafter What is IBOC?] (explaining that
sideband transmissions are digital signals that bracket the top and bottom of current analog
signals).
2. iBiquity Digital, Technology, at http://www.ibiquity.com/technology/index.htm (last
visited Feb. 10, 2005) [hereinafter Technology].
3. See Chuck Taylor, Tuning in Tomorrow's Radio Today, TOP 40 AIRPLAY MONITOR, July
23, 2004.
4. Paul Bond, Free Digital Radio Hits Airwaves: iBiquity Piggybacks HD Signal on Analog
Broadcasts, HOLLYWOOD REPORTER, June 13-15, 2003, at 16 (discussing the findings of the
PricewaterhouseCoopers' study "Entertainment and Media Outlook: 2003-2007").
5. Bill Holland, Copyright Office: Radio Needs to Pay Performance Royalty, BILLBOARD,
July 31, 2004 at 6 (summarizing statements made by David Carson, General Counsel for the U.S.
Copyright Office).
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technological devices that promise to enable consumers to gain free access
at will to any and all music they want will pose an unacceptable risk to the
survival of what has been a thriving music industry."6 The combination of
HD Radio and digital home recording gives the U.S. Copyright Office, the
RIAA, and the American Federation of Musicians (AFM) yet another
chance to argue the necessity for Congress to recognize stronger
performance rights for sound recordings.7 The question is whether
Congress will continue to find society's "interest in the free flow of ideas,
information, and commerce". more important than the "proprietary rights
of performers and recording companies." 9
To address this question, this Comment examines three related areas.
Part II of this Comment focuses on how HD Radio differs from other forms
of audio distribution technology, including consumer's ability to record
digitally HD Radio broadcasts. Part III chronicles the evolution of sound
recording rights, including the current law, with respect to copyright
protections afforded to sound recordings contained in HD Radio
broadcasts. Part IV illustrates the current failure of copyright law to
anticipate the implications of HD Radio, and evaluates several options that
would provide greater protection to broadcasts. This Comment will show
that the advent and adoption of HD Radio created an environment that
unfairly exploits the producers of sound recordings and will show how
either Congress or the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) could
properly resolve the problem quickly without substantial repercussions for
the producers and users of sound recordings.
6. Internet Streaming of Radio Broadcasts: Balancing the Interests of Sound Recording
Copyright Owners with Those of Broadcasters: Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Courts, the
Internet, and Intel. Prop. of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 108th Cong. at 6-9 (2004)
[hereinafter Hearing].
7. Id. at 6-9 (discussing implications of emerging technology on sound recording rights).
8. Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984).
9. Stuart Talley, Performance Rights in Sound Recordings: Is There Justification in the Age
of Digital Broadcasting?, 28 BEVERLY HILLS B. ASS'N J., 79, 79 (1994).
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II. HD RADIO EXPLAINED
A. The Technology Behind HD Radio
1. How HD Radio Works
HD radio technology is a specific type of Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB) that was developed by iBiquity Digital Corporation (iBiquity) for
the purpose of improving traditional AM/FM broadcasting, also known as
terrestrial broadcasting.1° iBiquity's HD Radio technology operates via an
"In-Band On-Channel (IBOC) Digital Audio Broadcasting systems
approach to deliver new digital services simultaneously with the existing
analog broadcast. These new digital signals are broadcast as 'sideband'
transmissions bracketing the top and bottom of the current 'host' analog
signal . . . ."11 The reason there is space in the radio spectrum for
additional transmissions is that the FCC has included a buffer zone around
some wavelength allocations in an attempt to minimize interference
between neighboring broadcasters' signals.
13
iBiquity's IBOC works in conjunction with other technologies in
order to produce broadcasts of CD-like quality. 14  HD Radio also
incorporates First Adjacent Canceller (FAC) technology that can
distinguish "sideband" signals from adjacent interfering signals, thereby
allowing the receiver to suppress the overlapping signal and reduce signal
interference.15 The most common kind of radio interference is multi-path
distortion, where "part of a signal bounces off an object and arrives at the
receiver at a different time than the main signal."' 6 iBiquity addressed this
problem by incorporating the same kind of "caching" technology used in
CD players to ensure continuous play. 17  In addition, by constantly
comparing the quality of the "sideband" transmissions against each other,
10. See iBiquity Digital, HD Radio: What is HD Radio, at http://www.ibiquity.com/
hdradio/whatishdradio.htm (last visited Feb. 10, 2005) [hereinafter What Is HD Radio].
11. What is IBOC?, supra note 1.
12. See generally Stuart Minor Benjamin, The Logic of Scarcity: Idle Spectrum as a First
Amendment Violation, 52 DuKE L.J. 1, 12-13 (2002) (discussing the FCC's policy of using buffer
zones in spectrum allocation to avoid signal interference, e.g. 99.5, 99.7, 99.9).
13. Id.
14. See Technology, supra note 2.
15. What is IBOC, supra note 1.
16. iBiquity Digital, HD Radio: How HD Radio Works, at http://www.ibiquity.com/
hdradio/hdradiohow.htm (last visited Feb. 10, 2005) [hereinafter How HD Radio Works].
17. What is IBOC, supra note 1.
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HD Radio receivers have the ability to merge and switch between signals to
get the best reception possible. 8 In the aggregate the application of these
technologies creates the substantive difference between HD Radio and
traditional AM/FM broadcasts.
2. Digitally Recording HD Radio Broadcasts
Categorizing digital recording methods capable of capturing HD
Radio broadcasts results in three distinct subdivisions: past, present, and
near future. Digital Audio Tape (DAT) technology, introduced in the late
1980s,19 represents the past.20  Although DAT technology sounded the
opening salvo in the digital recording battle, the broad adoption of the
MP3 21 format left DAT as the archaeopteryx of the evolution of home
recording.22 "Digital audio decks record sound by converting the incoming
signal into digital data, recording the digital information onto a specially
designed tape . ,,23 In contrast, traditional analog tape decks record an
incoming signal directly without any digital conversion.24
Presently, real time conversion of an HD Radio broadcast into a
digital format is possible via home computers equipped with special
25 26software25 or stand-alone devices called digital radio recorders. By
connecting an HD Radio receiver to the "line-in" of a computer or digital
radio recorder, a user should be able to record an HD Radio broadcast and
create a recording of quality similar to that of the original broadcast.27 The
18. Id.
19. See EDWARD B. SAMUELS, THE ILLUSTRATED STORY OF COPYRIGHT 49 (2000).
20. See generally id. at 50 (noting "Congress obviously anticipated that the new digital
audio tape systems would be the next major technology in the music industry," but that in fact the
MP3 format was the next major technological breakthrough).
21. MP3 is "the graciously short acronym for Moving Picture Experts Group 1 Audio Layer
3. MP3 is both a digital audio file format and a method of compressing digital audio data."
Phillip Stuller, How the RIAA Can Stop Worrying and Learn to Love the RICO Act: Exploiting
Civil RICO to Battle Peer-to-Peer Copyright Infringement, 24 Loy. L.A. Ent. L. Rev. 521, 527
(2004).
22. See id (stating that the MP3 format "caught on like wildfire in the late[] 1990s").
23. Bill Florence, Digital Harmony: A Revealing Look at the Present and Future of DAT
and CD, available at http://web.archive.org/web/20021010083531/http://bflorence.com/
installationnews.html (last visited Feb 10. 2005).
24. See DAVID MACAULAY, THE WAY THINGS WORK 245 (1988).
25. Abyssmedia.com, i-Sound WMA MP3 Recorder, at http://www.abyssmedia.com/
mp3recorder/index.shtml (last visited Feb. 10, 2005) (noting that the i-Sound software records
from basically any "line-in" source).
26. See Elisa Batista, A TiVo Player for the Radio, WIRED NEWS, (May 12, 2003), at
http://www.wired.com/news/technology/0, 1282,58769,00.html.
27. See Hearing, supra note 6, at 20 (noting that because radio programming was not
offered in a digital format at the source, programs that were transmitted in an analog format and
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main drawback of either option is that setup is somewhat cumbersome,
something the electronics industry is hoping to rectify very soon.
28
The future of HD Radio is not far from becoming a reality, and it was
expected at the end of 2004, that HD Radio receivers would be available
with the capability to "capture and record digital radio signal[s,]" in
addition to technology that would "allow the listener to skip from song-to-
song and skip over advertisements., 29 The Woodstock DAB54 car stereo,
available in the United Kingdom, 30 already has the "ability to record digital
broadcasts to a memory card. ' '31 Receivers like the Woodstock DAB54 are
not able to receive American digital broadcasts, since their design was not
compatible with the American IBOC standard.32 Products with these kinds
of attributes are often regarded as TiVo for radio.33 Similar devices are
currently available for recording traditional analog broadcasts,34 but any
digital recordings they may facilitate originate with an analog signal. Soon,
listeners will no longer be passive participants in radio; 35 with just one
device, they will have the ability to collect and control digital-quality music
in a way previously unfathomable.
B. Distinguishing HD Radio from Other Audio Distribution Formats
1. Traditional Analog AM/FM Radio
By updating terrestrial broadcasting with digital technology, HD
Radio embodies many qualities that set it apart from traditional AM/FM
broadcasting. The CD-quality listening experience that results from the use
of digital broadcast signals, in conjunction with new distortion elimination
later converted to a digital format were only as good as the original analog signal).
28. See id.
29. Id.
30. BlueSpot Car Audio, at www.bluespot.co.uk/stock/Woodstock-dab54.asp (last visited
Feb. 12, 2005).
31. Reply Comments of Public Knowledge, Consumer Union, and Consumer Federation of
America, 20 (Aug 2, 2004) [hereinafter Consumer Group Coalition], http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/
prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native-or.pdf=pdf&id -document-6516286392.
32. See Daily Wireless, HD Radio's Dirty Secret, Dailywireless.com (Jan. 7, 2004), at
http://www.dailywireless.org/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid= 1922.
33. Hearing, supra note 6, at 20; see also Batista, supra note 26.
34. Ron Harris, RadioShark Snags Radio to Your PC, CONTRA COSTA TIMES, Nov. 21,
2004, available at http://www.contracostatimes.com/mld/cctimesfbusiness/10238617.htm.
35. See Hearing, supra note 6, at 50.
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tactics, clearly exceeds the traditional terrestrial end product.36 In addition,
HD Radio broadcasts can incorporate wireless data services into the signal
so the listener will be able to get extra information or "metadata" like song
information, local news, and traffic warnings along with the music.
37
To be more precise, information related to the specific material
broadcast, like song title or track length, is called "Program Associated
Data.''38 Such information could easily be used to automatically trigger
selective recording.39 Similarly, "fingerprinting" technology will enable
each digitally broadcast item to have its own unique characteristics that
could facilitate the indexing of content without the user ever having to
listen to a broadcast.40 It is also probable that HD Radio technology will
allow broadcasters to "multicast," 41 or broadcast wholly separate digital
channels simultaneously with the ancillary digital content for the analog
signal. Finally, it is believed that HD Radio's wireless data service could
be greatly expanded to include services such as on-demand listening or
surround sound.42
Traditional radio broadcasts can include some similar metadata
information, albeit in lesser volume and specificity, via Radio Broadcast
Data System (RDS) technology.43 RDS was introduced in 1993, and by
2003 broadcasters using RDS were virtually nonexistent. 4 Within the
miniscule number of broadcasters using RDS, it is even more unlikely that
a listener will find one that provides "playlist-level information., 45  It
appears RDS will soon go the way of the dodo, because traditional radio
has become less attractive when compared to recently introduced methods
36. See What is HD Radio, supra note 10.
37. See How HD Radio Works, supra note 16.
38. See generally Comments of the Recording Industry Association of America, Inc. 77
(June 16, 2004) [hereinafter RIAA Comments] (stating that Program Associated Data transmitted
with DAB broadcasts can be used to identify tracks being played),
http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native or_pdf=pdf&id document=6516213850.
39. Id.
40. Id.
41. Reply Comments of the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers 3
(Aug. 2, 2004), http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native or pdf-pdf&iddoument -
6516286393.
42. See What is HD Radio, supra note 10.
43. See Reply Comments of the Recording Industry Association of America, Inc. 11 (Aug.
20, 2004) [hereinafter RIAA Reply Comments],
http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native-or.pdfpdf&iddocument-6516286389.
44. See Kevin McNamara, The Value of the Subcarrier, RADIO MAGAZINE, Oct. 1, 2003,
available at http://beradio.com/departments/radio-valuesubcarrier/.
45. R!AA Reply Comments, supra note 43, at 11.
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of distribution.46 When comparing the opportunity presented by HD Radio
conversion, one might say that a radio station that invests in RDS is just
throwing good money after bad.
The main negative of HD Radio, as compared to traditional AM/FM
broadcasting, is cost.4 7 For example, Panasonic's CQ-CB9900U HD Radio
receiver debuted with a $1,000 price tag, while a comparable receiver from
Panasonic with traditional tuning capability costs $400 less.48 While this
price disparity should dissipate as HD Radio moves along the product life
cycle curve, early adopters will have to pay a hefty premium.49
Cost is also a factor for radio stations looking to convert to HD Radio
broadcasting. 50 Although different stations will incur various rates for
switching to HD Radio depending on their particular needs, the average
cost for conversion and licensing fees is $90,000.51 This creates what has
been known as the "chicken-or-the-egg" problem: 52 the small number of
HD broadcasters creates little incentive for consumers to buy the expensive
receivers, and the currently minute size of the market makes conversion a
risky capital outlay for radio stations.53 However, it seems unlikely that
HD conversion costs will derail HD Radio, considering iBiquity's investor
roster includes multiple-radio corporations like Clear Channel
Communications and Viacom.
54
For every station currently broadcasting in HD, there are roughly one
hundred commercial stations using the traditional analog method. 55 The
IBOC technology utilized in HD Radio allows for the reception of
traditional analog signals, much like how black and white television
broadcasts may be viewed on color televisions.56 As of late 2003, more
46. See generally McNamara, supra note 44 (explaining the advantages of wireless data
delivery over radio broadcast data system).
47. See generally Jeanne Anne Naujeck, Media Experts Doubt There'll Be Much Call for
HD Radio, THE TENNESSEAN, Aug. 29, 2004, at 1 E (discussing the costs and benefits of HD
Radio).
48. Hahn Choi, Review: Panasonic CQ-CB9900U (June 30, 2004), at http://www.g4techtv.
com/freshgear/features/4772 1/ReviewPanasonicCQCB9900U.html.
49. See id.
50. See Benny Evangelista, Long, Winding Road Ahead for Digital Radio, S.F. CHRON.,
May 31, 2004, at D1.
51. See Bond, supra note 4 ($75,000 for the iBiquity equipment upgrade, plus a $15,000
lifetime licensing fee).
52. Naujeck, supra note 47.
53. See Evangelista, supra note 50.
54. Id.
55. See id. (noting that as of May 31, 2004, only 110 of the 10,700 commercial stations in
America were broadcasting in HD).
56. See Technology, supra note 2.
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than 35% of Americans did not have access to even one HD station. 7
Even if access to a single HD station is possible, it does not necessarily
follow that a user would cotton to that specific station. As with any other
new technology, it will likely take some time before HD Radio is fully
embraced by the public.
2. Satellite Radio
Satellite radio provides the consumer with up to one hundred channels
of digital-quality programming, 8 many of which are commercial-free, 59 by
broadcasting from commercial space satellites.60 The two companies that
currently offer satellite radio services are Sirius Satellite Radio and XM
Satellite Radio.61 To receive satellite radio broadcasts, the consumer must
purchase a special receiver and pay a monthly subscription fee of up to
$12.95.62 Each channel has a specific theme, including genres such as
news, comedy, Top forty, sports, bluegrass, and old-time radio serials.63
Since satellite radio services are not "over-the-air" broadcasters, the FCC
does not regulate them,64 and satellite programming is not subject to the
FCC's decency standards.65
Satellite radio reception is generally very good compared to terrestrial
broadcasts, although both are subject to disruption via impediments such as
large buildings and tunnels.6 6 Information like song title and artist is also
broadcast to the satellite receiver, although some information may not be
57. Skip Dillard, The NAB Radio Show: The Arrival of Digital Radio, TOP 40 AIRPLAY
MONITOR, Oct. 10, 2003.
58. Bond, supra note 4.
59. See Heather Tassmer, Satellite Radio Provides Commercial-Free Variety, THE PENN
ONLINE (Feb. 27, 2004), at http://www.thepenn.org/vnews/display.v/ART/2004/02/27/
403f6cb51 cf22?inarchive=l.
60. See Marc Schiffmnan & Matthew Benz, Pie in the Sky: After Near Crashes, Satellite
Radio Set to Soar, BILLBOARD, June 7, 2003, at 1.
61. Bond, supra note 4.
62. Schiffinan, supra note 60, at 82 (explaining that upwards of 80% of satellite radio
receivers purchased were in the $300 price range, exclusive of any installation costs).
63. See Lewis Wallace, Satellite Radio Goes for a Spin, WIRED NEWS, (Dec. 31, 2003), at
http://www.wired.com/news/gizmos/0, 1452,61668,00.html.
64. See Brendan I. Koerner, Can the FCC Regulate HBO?, MSN: THE SLATE (Feb. 12,
2004), at http://slate.msn.com/id/2095398 (noting the FCC's authority only encompasses
broadcasters who broadcast on the publicly owned spectrum and that agreeing to abide by certain
guidelines is a prerequisite to licensing a portion of the publicly owned spectrum).
65. Christopher Boyd, Digital on the Dial: Satellite Radio Faces Terrestrial Competition as
Broadcast Stations Start Adding Digital Signals, ORLANDO SENTINEL, July 11, 2004.
66. Wallace, supra note 63.
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fully displayed due to character limits. 67  In the fall of 2004, Delphi
Technologies introduced a satellite radio receiver model called SKYFi2
that has functionality like TiVo in that it allows for the pausing and
recording of up to thirty minutes of satellite broadcasts.68
Even though HD Radio and satellite radio offer different types of
services, there is still competition between them.69 One factor to consider
is that satellite broadcasters have to license all copyright-protected sound
recordings they broadcast, while HD Radio broadcasters currently do not.7°
As a result, the added cost may affect the depth of programming offered by
satellite services. Both HD Radio and satellite services offer digital content
with some amount of extra informational material. 7' But where satellite
radio offers a myriad of non-regional options,72 HD Radio offers a few
broadcasts that are local in nature.7 3 HD Radio is more apt to appeal to
those who want local news and programming, whereas satellite radio
makes more sense for those who enjoy a broad range of content (or hate
commercials).74
There are also differences as to what listeners can do with either a
satellite or HD Radio receiver. Both XM and Sirius have customer service
agreements that would prohibit any rebroadcast or reproduction,75 whereas
HD Radio users face no such prohibitions. In addition, both satellite
services have not "licensed consumer electronics manufacturers to make
devices with functions" that would allow building a library of music or
broad Internet distribution.76 iBiquity at least suggests that it hopes to
make possible the kind of aforementioned functionality in future
incarnations of HD Radio Receivers.77
67. Id.
68. Delphi Website, News: Feature Stories, at http://www.delphi.com/news/solutions/
monthly/ms30093-11012004 (last visited Feb. 10, 2005).
69. See generally Schiffinan, supra note 60 (comparing traditional radio broadcasts to
satellite radio).
70. 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(1)(A)-(d)(2) (2000); see also id. § 114(f). It is important to note that
both satellite radio broadcasters and Internet radio broadcasters have the option to license any
copyright protected work under a statutory rate. Subject to certain limitations, this "compulsory"
license allows for use without having to negotiate with copyright owners.
71. See generally supra Part II.B.1-2 (discussing the characteristics of HD Radio and
Satellite radio, respectively).
72. See supra Part II.B. 1-2.
73. See Wallace, supra note 63.
74. Id.
75. RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 79 n.241.
76. Id. at 79.
77. See RIAA Reply Comments, supra note 43, at 62.
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3. Internet Radio
Listening to Internet radio requires little more than a computer
equipped with a sound card, speakers, and Internet access.78 The main
benefit of Internet radio is the variety of niche programming offered,
including such varied offerings as breakbeat, old-time radio, soundtracks,
and Middle Eastern. 79  The "webcasters," or Internet radio station
operators, are bound to pay licensing fees that are similar to those incurred
80 Whntiwaonby satellite services. When this requirement was announced, one
commentator said it "constituted the kiss of death for Internet radio.",
81
Judging by the thousands of webcasters currently found on the Internet, 82 it
is safe to assume that, as Mark Twain might say, the reports of its death had
been greatly exaggerated.
A drawback of Internet radio is that the "receiver" has to be a
computer, which presents somewhat less of a problem with the advent of
wireless Internet.83 The content comes from a streaming media server
designed to prevent downloading.84 Apparently, this is no obstacle for the
currently available software that allows the user to record any type of
media, making Internet radio an option for downloading focused, digital-
quality music. 85 Indeed, there is even software available that allows for the
recording and automatic song-by-song disaggregation of webcast
material.86
78. Live-Radio.net Information Page, at http://www.live-radio.net/info.shtml (last visited
Feb. 10, 2005).
79. Live 365.com Listen Homepage, at http://www.live365.com/listen/ (last visited Feb. 10,
2005).
80. See 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(2) (2000); see also id. § 114(t)
81. Sebastian Rupley, The Countdown 's on for Internet Radio, PCMAG.COM (Oct. 3, 2002),
at http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0%2C4149%2C588329%2C00.asp.
82. SHOUTcast.com Homepage, at http://www.shoutcast.com/ (last visited Feb. 10, 2005);
see also VirtualTuner.com, Stations by Country, at http://www.virtualtuner.com (last visited Feb.
10, 2005).
83. See Schiffman, supra note 60, at 82.
84. See generally 3a Lab, What Is Internet Radio?, at http://www.3alab.com/whatis.shtml
(last visited Feb. 10, 2005) (discussing the technical aspects of streaming content over the
Internet).
85. Advanced MP3 Recorder Homepage, at http://www.advancedmp3recorder.com/ (last
visited Feb. 10, 2005).
86. See Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation and the Brennan Center for
Justice Free Expression Policy Project 14 (June 16, 2004) [hereinafter Comments of the
Electronic Frontier Foundation], http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native-or..pdf --
pdf&id -document=-6516213826. In this context, disaggregation is the process of taking a block
of content and separating out individual tracks. For example, recording an hour-long block of
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4. Interactive Digital Subscription and Download Services
On-demand subscription services allow users to select content from
an Internet site that is then "streamed" to the user, with some providers
offering libraries of over 800,000 digital-quality tracks. 8 7  This is often
called the "celestial Jukebox" model.88 Some subscription services also
offer d la carte downloads, with single tracks costing about one dollar.89
Apple's iTunes, possibly the most well known legitimate music provider,
offers only download service. 90 One drawback of the interactive services is
that they cannot avail themselves of the "compulsory" licenses granted to
other service formats, 91 which means such services can only offer sound
recordings if the copyright owners approve of and agree to the use.
Clearly, there are multiple legitimate ways in which a listener can find
music, each with its own set of benefits and drawbacks. Because of the
idiosyncrasies of these models, each will appeal to a slightly different
audience. Applicable to all of the models is this question: To what extent
should broadcasters be required to compensate the owners of the broadcast
sound recordings?
III. PERFORMANCE RIGHTS IN SOUND RECORDINGS
A. The Evolution of Sound Recording Performance Rights
Without a performance, a song is just a mixture of words and notes on
a page. Whether it is the Rimsky-Korsakov version of Mussorgsky's opera
Boris Gudanov, or Madonna's cover of Don McLean's "American Pie," it
is impossible to fully experience music without it being performed. A
recorded performance of music encompasses two independent works: the
underlying musical content (the composition) and the fixation of a
particular rendition (the sound recording). 92 Common sense tells us that
broadcasting might yield nine individual tracks and fifteen minutes of commercials.
87. Musicmatch Jukebox Homepage, at http://www.musicmatch.com/ (last visited Feb. 10,
2005); see also Rhapsody Homepage, at http://www.rhapsody.com (last visited Feb. 10, 2005).
88. Rhapsody, The Celestial Jukebox, at http://www.listen.com/rhap-about.jsp?sect-juke
(last visited Feb. 10, 2005).
89. Brian Garrity, Seeking Profits at 99 Cents, BILLBOARD, July 12, 2003, at 1.
90. See Apple-iTunes-Music Store, at http://www.apple.com/itunes/store (last visited Feb.
10, 2005). The iTunes music store boasts that more than one million songs are available to
"Preview, Buy and Download." Id.
91. See 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(2) (2000).
92. See Jeffrey Richardson, The Sound of Silence: How Copyrights Affect Composition, at
http://www.michbar.org/joumal/article.cfn?articlelD=584&volumelD=44.
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sound recordings are probably the most often-heard performances of music
in America, yet it was only in 1972 that Congress enacted law authorizing
copyright protection for sound recordings.
93
1. The History of Sound Recording Rights Prior to 1972
Issues of sound recordings and their copyright status arose soon after
Thomas Edison proved sound could be reproduced manually in 1877. 9 4 As
early as 1908, the Supreme Court held that copies of musical works, in the
form of piano rolls, did not violate the copyright in the underlying musical
work because "[t]he [copyright] statute has not provided for protection of
the intellectual conception apart from the thing produced, however
meritorious such conception may be." 95 Following the Supreme Court's
example, Congress chose not to consider sound recordings as protectable
works separate from the underlying musical composition. 96  When
producers of sound recordings found themselves unsuccessful at procuring
copyright protection for sound recordings, they could take some solace in
the fact that the piracy then occurring was generally of the smalltime
variety.97 In the event a sound recording was used without the producer's
consent, the only recourse a producer might have had was to pursue a claim
under state unfair competition laws.9 8
2. The Tale of the Tape (Sound Recording Rights from 1972 to 1991)
In 1971, Congress finally chose to acknowledge that sound recordings
were the type of "writings" that could be protected under the Constitution.99
The courts quickly affirmed this position in two test cases, Shaab v.
Kleindienst and Goldstein v. California.00 This recognition arose in part
because records were being pirated without technically violating federal
93. Sound Recording Act of 1971, Pub. L. No. 92-140, 85 Stat. 391 (now codified at 17
U.S.C. § 114).
94. CLINTON HEYLIN, BOOTLEG: THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE OTHER RECORDING
HISTORY 24 (St. Martin's Griffin 1996).
95. White-Smith Music Publ'g. Co. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1, 17 (1908).
96. HEYLIN, supra note 94, at 25.
97. Id. at 29 (noting that thirty-one such bills were introduced in Congress between 1925
and 1951).
98. See id. at 30.
99: Joel L. McKuin, Home Audio Taping of Copyrighted Works and the Audio Home
Recording Act of 1992: A Critical Analysis, 16 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L.J. 311, 319 (1994).
100. Shaab v. Kleindienst, 345 F. Supp. 589 (D.D.C. 1972) (holding that sound recordings
qualify as writings of an author that may be copyrighted); Goldstein v. California, 412 U.S. 546,
561 (1973) (declaring that the term "writing" can be broadly interpreted by Congress to include
sound recordings).
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copyright law, a result caused by the Copyright Act's provision mandating
compulsory licensing for compositions.' 0 ' Bootleggers would therefore not
violate federal law as long as they paid the statutorily required fee to
acquire a compulsory license for the underlying composition being
duplicated. 0 2 Bootlegged records had a severely deleterious effect on sale
of records made by legitimate operations. 1 3 "By the early 1970's, it was
calculated that 60% of the records and tapes in New York were illegally
pirated copies."' 1 4 Faced with a situation where they had little ammunition
in a war against commercial pirates, the producers of sound recordings
were willing to accept the shortened list of rights stated in § 114 of the
1976 Act.' 5 By removing performance rights from their list of demands,
producers of sound recordings kept the radio broadcasters from using their
political might to forestall passage of the 1971 Act.'
0 6
Section 106 of the 1976 Act created four distinct exclusive rights of
the musical composition copyright owner: the right to reproduce the work,
the right to prepare derivative works, the right to distribute the work, and
the right to publicly perform the work. 10 7 Under § 114 of the 1976 Act, the
scope of rights granted for sound recordings included only the first three
rights listed above, and expressly excluded a public performance right.
10 8
Sound recordings remained without a performance right after the 1976 Act,
an incongruity based on the strength of the "economically potent forces"
that opposed granting sound recordings a public performance right. 10 9
It was readily apparent that the disparate treatment of sound
101. 9 MELVIN B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT app. at 18-2
(2004).
102. See id. at 18-3.
103. See SAMUELS, supra note 19, at 45.
104. McKuin, supra note 99, at 319.
105. See CRAIG JOYCE ET AL., COPYRIGHT LAW 563 (6th ed. 2003).
106. See id.
107. See 17 U.S.C. § 106(l)-(4) (2000).
Subject to sections 107 through 121, the owner of copyright under this title
has the exclusive rights to do and to authorize any of the following: (1) to
reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords; (2) to prepare
derivative works based upon the copyrighted work; (3) to distribute copies
or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other
transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending; (4) in the case of
literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and
motion pictures and other audiovisual works, to perform the copyrighted
work publicly.
108. See 17 U.S.C. § 114(a) (stating "[t]he exclusive rights of the owner of copyright in a
sound recording are limited to the rights specified by clauses (1), (2), (3) and (6) of section 106,
and do not include any right of performance under section 106(4)").
109. See JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105.
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recordings and underlying works was illogical, yet the 1976 Act retained
the distinction.1 The issue was highly contentious, pitting heavyweights
like the RIAA and AFM against broadcasters and music publishers.1 1' The
public performance right is what the copyright owner of a musical
composition licenses to radio and television stations, dancehalls, clubs, and
other venues to perform a copyrighted work legally. 12  The public
performance rights of musical compositions are so important that there are
organizations like ASCAP, created solely to ensure that copyright holders
are properly compensated." 3 It is clearly not far-fetched to assume sound
recordings deserve a similar right.
The rationale behind denying public performance rights for sound
recordings, at least in the broadcast radio arena, is that the "free advertising
that results when music is broadcast" adequately compensates any loss due
to free public performance.1 4 Even if this assertion is true for some of the
music played on the radio, the connection is much more tenuous when it
comes to certain genres or performers for whom there is little or no positive
correlation between airplay and increased revenue.1 1 5  The rationale
becomes so thin as to appear transparent when it is recognized that musical
compositions also get free advertising due to radio airplay, yet are able to
generate earnings based on the performance right." 
6
Even though the Copyright Office has generally endorsed the idea of
performance rights for sound recordings, it recognized that the issue could
"turn into a 'killer' provision that would again stall or defeat" the entire
revision of the outdated 1909 Copyright Act. 1 7  The only agreement
reached on the issue was that sound recordings would continue without a
performance right, but Congress would reconsider the situation in 1978
when it was scheduled to hear the Copyright Office's report on the
matter. 118 The report was clearly in favor of a performance right for sound
recordings, yet no new legislation resulted, possibly because some still
110. See Talley, supra note 9, at 84; JOYCE ET AL., supra note 109.
111. See Hearing, supra note 6, at 4 (noting music publishers joined opponents of
performance rights because it feared creation of such rights would reduce its overall market and,
therefore, revenue).
112. See SAMUELS, supra note 19, at 44.
113. JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 558.
114. Talley, supra note 9, at 85.
115. See id. at 85 n.100 (noting that increased concert attendance and popularity are not
generally found where the performance being broadcast is classical or dated pop music).
116. See JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105.
117. See Hearing, supra note 6, at 10 (quoting the December 4, 1975 testimony of then
Register of Copyrights, Barbara Ringer).
118. Id.
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"argue[d] that sound recordings lacked sufficient creativity to justify
copyright protection."" 9 This might have given Congress some pause in
1978, but today it is unquestioned that sound recordings are an important
part of the creation and delivery of music. 120
Although Phillips Company had just introduced the cassette recorder
in the early sixties, by the mid-seventies, home recording had become the
new front for making relatively good quality unauthorized recordings.
12'
Congress failed to address the problem of home taping directly, enacting
the new Copyright Act of 1976 without fully examining home taping and
its effect on the producers of sound recordings. 22 Indeed, the legislative
history of the 1971 Amendment shows that Congress did not intend to
restrain home recording, 2 3 a position that appears to have received little
direct opposition during the discussion and adoption of the 1976 Act.
124
The House Report of the 1976 Act stated the 1976 Act was "not intended to
give [home taping] any special status," but went on to declare it was still
permitted under "the normal and reasonable limits of fair use."'
' 25
Discussion of the legitimacy of home taping may have been
considered unnecessary by some because Congress chose to codify the Fair
Use Doctrine in the 1976 Act. 126 This ostensibly gave home recorders a
legal foundation to hang their collective hats on.127 The application of the
fair use defense is a confounded 128 and well-traveled path, 129 but general
knowledge of the home recording debate is required to understand the
underpinnings of the current conflict concerning HD Radio.
Fair use is an affirmative defense to copyright infringement claims,
usually defined as "'a privilege in others than the owner of a copyright to
use the copyrighted material in a reasonable manner without his consent,
119. Id. at 11.
120. Id.
121. See HEYLIN, supra note 94, at 60.
122. McKuin, supra note 99, at 320.
123. See H.R. REP. No. 92-487, at 7 (1971), reprinted in 1971 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1556, 1572
(limiting the definition of "home recording" to "private use... with no purpose of reproducing or
otherwise capitalizing commercially").
124. See McKuin, supra note 99, at 319.
125. H.R. REP. NO. 94-1476, at 66 (1976), reprinted in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5669, 5679.
126. 17 U.S.C. § 107 (2000). The Fair Use Doctrine can apply to many different scenarios
such as parody, educational copying, and news reporting. However, this article solely addresses
the Fair Use Doctrine in the context of home taping, also called home recording.
127. See generally NIMMER & NIMMER, supra note 101, § 8B.01 (discussing home taping
and the statutory history behind the Fair Use Doctrine).
128. See Dellar v. Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., 104 F.2d 661, 662 (2d Cir. 1939) (calling the
doctrine of Fair Use Doctrine "the most troublesome in the whole law of copyright").
129. McKuin, supra note 99, at 317.
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notwithstanding the monopoly granted to the owner of the copyright.""
'
9
30
The Fair Use Doctrine arose from the English concept of fair abridgement,
which was abolished by the 1909 Copyright Act. 131  Justice Story's
landmark 1841 opinion in Folsom v. Marsh3 2 marks the genesis of the Fair
Use Doctrine in the landscape of American jurisprudence.
133
Justice Story recognized that there was an issue of whether any
amount of copying was "justifiable" and therefore protected from claims of
copyright infringement. 134 The learned Justice commented that it was "one
of those intricate and embarrassing questions. . . in which it is not, from
the peculiar nature and character of the controversy, easy to arrive at any
satisfactory conclusion, or to lay down any general principles applicable to
all cases."' 135  Folsom involved a biographer's verbatim use of letters
written by George Washington, originally published by another
biographer. 1
36
Justice Story's opinion listed factors such as "the nature and objects
of the selections made, the quantity and value of the materials used, and the
degree in which the use may prejudice the sale, or diminish the profits...
of the original work" as those that should be examined when evaluating
this kind of copyright infringement claim.1 37 Although Justice Story held
that the use at issue was an invasion of Folsom's copyright, he went on to
suggest that the consideration could have been very different had the work
been "a fair and bona fide abridgement."' 138 The courts had been refming
and tweaking the Fair Use Doctrine for over a century when congressional
discussions concerning the codification of the Fair Use Doctrine began to
take form,' 13 9 and one must assume Congress found it just as "peculiar" as
did Justice Story.
Codifying fair use, a judicial "doctrine that was intended to be
flexible,"' 140 proved to be a difficult task. The four-factor test proposed by
the Registrar of Copyrights in 1963 was met with intense opposition, but
130. JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 843 (quoting H. BALL, THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT AND
LITERARY PROPERTY 260 (1944)).
131. Id.
132. Folsom v. Marsh, 9 F. Cas. 342, 344 (C.C. Mass. 1841) (No. 4901).
133. JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 841-43.
134. Folsom, 9 F. Cas. at 348.
135. Id. at 344.
136. Id. at 345.
137. Id. at 348.
138. Id. at 349.
139. See generally JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 844-45 (commenting on the evolution
of the Fair Use Doctrine, discussing cases from 1847 to 1964).
140. Id. at 845.
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after more than a decade of congressional confrontation, an analogous test
was included in § 107 of the 1976 Act.' 41  The debate focused on
educational copying, which had become more important with the rise in
photocopying technology. 42 Congress asserted it was merely codifying
judicial precedent when it created § 107. This could explain the sparse
direction Congress gave the courts concerning the application of § 107.'43
Judicial application of § 107 was at the heart of the highly contested
copyright case simply known as Betamax.
In Betamax, the owners of copyrighted television programming sued
the Sony Corporation of America (Sony) based on the theory of
contributory infringement stemming from their sale of Betamax VTRs
(Video Tape Recorders).'" Of course, to establish that Sony was liable for
contributory copyright infringement, the owners had to prove that some
underlying infringement (unauthorized copying) had occurred. 145  The
Court used the four-factor test of § 107 to evaluate the legality of using
VTRs to record broadcast television. 146 The four non-exclusive factors of
§ 107 are
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such
use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational
purposes; (2) the nature of the copyrighted work; (3) the amount
and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work as a whole; and (4) the effect of the use upon
the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.
47
The Court recognized that although Congress included a test to help divine
instances of fair use, the doctrine is truly an "equitable rule of reason," and
"each case raising the question must be decided on its own facts.' 14 8
The nature of § 107 is surely inclusive of any and all relevant factors,
but the Supreme Court's fair use analysis in Betamax suggests the first and
fourth factors deserve the most attention.149 Under the first factor, the most
significant use of VTRs was the "unauthorized taping for personal 'time-
141. Id. at 845-46.
142. Id. at 845.
143. See id. at 845-46.
144. Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 417 (1984).
145. See id. at 434.
146. Id. at 449-51.
147. 17 U.S.C. § 107.
148. Sony, 464 U.S. at 448 n.31 (citing H.R. REP. NO. 94-1476, at 65 (1976)).
149. See id. at 451 (stating that commercial uses are "presumptively" unfair); JOYCE ET AL.,
supra note 105, at 917 (reading the Supreme Court's Sony opinion to suggest "personal uses" are
of special importance in judicial "fair use" analysis).
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shifting' purposes,"' 150 or the recording of a broadcast to be viewed at a
time more convenient for the VTR owner. 151 The definition of "time-
shifting" adopted by the Court was limited to instances where the user
viewed the recorded program once and then erased it. 152 The Court went
on to note that the Senate Committee agreed "'that off-the-air recording for
convenience' could be considered 'fair use"' in some, but not necessarily
all situations. 5 3 The Court recognized that VTRs were capable of allowing
a home recorder to create a library of unauthorized copies of television
broadcasts, but the evidence presented at trial implied that such a practice
would not be economically feasible. 54 The Court clearly recognized the
benefit the public enjoyed as a result of using VTRs to time shift,
especially in light of the "speculative and, at best, minimal" effect of time-
shifting on the copyright owners asserting infringement.
155
While the Supreme Court majority in Betamax vociferously
contended it considered a "totality" of factors in the application of the Fair
Use Doctrine, 156 the dissenting opinion, by four Justices, suggested that the
fourth factor might be the most important.157 There is also strong evidence
that the majority found the fourth factor extremely persuasive. This is
implicit in the Court's apparent approval of a standard wherein a fair use
defense of time-shifting cannot be defeated without proof of some
likelihood of harm. 158 In light of the "equitable rule of reason" standard,
the Supreme Court found the evidence convincingly tipped the balance in
favor of finding the use of VTRs for time-shifting to be a fair use. 
59
Despite the Supreme Court's finding that consumers could use VTRs
in an infringing manner, it did not automatically follow that Sony's
production and sale of VTRs was a violation of copyright law. 160 In fact,
"[t]he Copyright Act does not expressly render anyone liable for
infringement committed by another."' 161 The Betamax court looked to
150. See JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 915-16.
151. See Sony, 464 U.S. at 423.
152. See id.
153. Id. at 449 n.31 (quoting S. REP. No. 94-473, at 65-66 (1975)).
154. See id. at 423 n.3; Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Sony Corp. of Am., 480 F.Supp. 429,
467-68 (C.D. Cal. 1979).
155. Sony, 464 U.S. at 454 (quoting Universal, 480 F. Supp. at 467).
156. See generally id. at 450-51 (discussing the amorphous quality of the Fair Use
Doctrine).
157. See id. at 476 (quoting Universal, 480 F. Supp. at 467).
158. See id. at 454.
159. Id. at 455-56.
160. Id. at 434.
161. Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 434 (1984).
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patent law for guidance,1 62 and found the statutorily codified "staple article
or commodity of commerce" doctrine. 163  The modified version of the
doctrine adopted by the Supreme Court appears164 to protect the producers
of copying machines from contributory copyright infringement so long as
the machine is a "staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for
substantial non-infringing use., 165 There was ample evidence that even if
unauthorized VTR recording was not a fair use, authorized VTR
recording 166 was the kind of substantial non-infringing use that would
classify the VTR as a staple article of commerce. 167 The Betamax case has
been at the center of scholarly debate for more than twenty years, and there
is no reason to believe it will be fading into the annals of jurisprudence any
time soon. 1
68
3. Sound Recordings and the Digital Revolution (1992 to 2004)
Digital recording formats were ready for introduction into the
American market in the early 1990s, but actual introduction was delayed
until manufacturers found a way to remove the possibility of vicarious
copyright infringement claims. 169 Negotiations between manufacturers and
producers of recordings ultimately resulted in the Audio Home Recording
Act of 1992 (AHRA).
170
The Act provided for the price of each digital audio recording device
(DARD) 17 1 and blank media to include a royalty distributed to the owners
of sound recording and musical works that complied with the Act's
162. See id. at 434-42.
163. Id. at 440.
164. See JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 785 (noting that the Supreme Court was
"frustratingly imprecise" in explaining the standard for determining what qualifies as a staple
article of commerce).
165. Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc. 464 U.S. 417, 440 (citing 35 U.S.C.
§ 271(c) (2000)).
166. See id. at 444-47 (citing the "sports, religious, educational, and other programming"
that copyright owners had authorized users of VTRs to record on a noncommercial basis).
167. See id. at 442.
168. See Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 380 F.3d 1154, 1160 (9th
Cir. 2004) (stating that "any examination of contributory copyright infringement must be guided
by the seminal [Sony] case").
169. McKuin, supra note 99, at 321.
170. Id. at 322.
171. 17 U.S.C. § 1001(3) (2000) (stating that a "'digital audio recording device' is any
machine or device of a type commonly distributed to individuals for use by individuals, whether
or not included with or as part of some other machine or device, the digital recording function of
which is designed or marketed for the primary purpose of, and that is capable of, making a digital
audio copied recording for private use").
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provisions. 72 The Act also provided that copyright infringement actions
could not be brought based on the "noncommercial use by a consumer
of... a device or medium for making digital musical recordings or analog
musical recordings."' 173 Finally, the Act required all DARDs to include
Serial Copy Management System (SCMS) or analogous technology that
prohibits unauthorized serial copying.
74
The AHRA was clearly enacted in response to the threat presented by
DAT and similar technologies. 175  However, its broad language did not
specifically address what other devices might be covered. 76 This question
was partially answered by the Diamond case, where the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals held that neither computers nor MP3 storage devices like
Diamond's "Rio" were DARDs as defined by the AHRA. 177 The court
stated that neither computers nor MP3 players had the "primary purpose"
of making digital audio copied recordings (DACRs), and therefore could
not be considered DARDs within the plain meaning of the AHRA.' 78 The
court found the primary purpose of a computer "[was] to run various
programs and to record the data necessary to run those programs and
perform various tasks," while the primary purpose of an MP3 player was
"space-shifting" computer files to make the files portable. 179
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals continued to assert in its Napster
decision that songs fixed on computer hard drives were simply not within
the AHRA definition of a "digital music recording."'' 80 Hence, there would
be no infringement liability under § 1008 when content is located on a
computer hard drive. 18 1 Further, the Napster court held that users of the
Napster software are not likely to raise a successful fair use defense for the
unauthorized downloading and sharing of copyright protected works.
82
Finally, the court recognized that in the contributory liability context, the
operator of a computer system with actual knowledge of infringement
could be held liable, even if the computer system itself might be considered
172. See id. §§ 1006-07.
173. Id. § 1008.
174. See id. § 1002(a)(1)-(3); see also id. § 1001(11).
175. See McKuin, supra note 99, at 322.
176. See Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 86, at 9.
177. Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am. v. Diamond Multimedia Sys., Inc., 180 F.3d 1072,
1077, 1081 (9th Cir. 1999).
178. Id. at 1078.
179. Id. at 1078, 1079.
180. See Napster, 239 F.3d at 1024-25.
181. Id.; see also 17U.S.C. § 1008.
182. Napster, 239 F.3d at 1014-15.
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a staple article. 183  Therefore, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has
clearly established that the AHRA was not legislation aimed at the
regulation of distribution of music over the Internet.
1 84
The rise in Internet usage during the mid-1990s led Congress to pass
the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995
(DPRA). 185  The Act provides for a public performance right in sound
recordings that are digitally transmitted. 186 The Copyright Act specifically
carves out an exception for nonsubscription broadcast transmissions,
without expressly including or excluding digital nonsubscription broadcasts
transmissions. 187 The DPRA categorizes all other digital audio
transmissions as either: 1) interactive subscription services or 2) "certain
other digital transmissions," including non-interactive subscription
services. 88  The Act requires interactive subscription services acquire
permission from the copyright owner of a sound recording before it may be
broadcast, while broadcasters of "certain other digital transmissions" are
only required to pay a compulsory licensing fee.'
89
Unfortunately, the Act's exclusion for nonsubscription digital
transmissions was based on traditional broadcast mediums. Thus, the
question arose whether nonsubscription digital transmissions over the
Internet violated sound recording performance rights. 190  So-called
"webcasting" may have technically fit the definition of transmissions that
were exempt under the Act, but the legislative history seems to suggest the
exclusion was not specifically contemplated. '9' The Digital Millennium
Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA) affirmed the view that nonsubscription
broadcasts over the Internet fit within the category of "certain other digital
transmissions," thereby subjecting webcasters to compulsory licensing
provisions. 192 New technology may often require governmental action in
order to protect the rights of producers of sound recordings, but it still
remains to be seen what kind of legislative action, if any, will follow the
introduction and widespread use of HD Radio.
183. Id. at 1021.
184. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 68 n.211 (arguing that compliance with the
AHRA would not prevent Internet redistribution of sound recordings).
185. JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 596.
186. Id.
187. 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(1)(A).
188. SAMUELS, supra note 19, at 52-53.
189. Id. at 53.
190. Id. at 53-54.
191. Id.
192. Id.
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B. Application of Current Law to Sound Recordings Broadcast via HD
Radio
1. The 1976 Copyright Act
The 1976 Act was promulgated at a time when analog tape recording
was the main method available to the home recorder.193 The producers of
sound recordings were much more concerned with large-scale piracy (the
heart of the 1971 Amendment) rather than some "lo-fi" cassettes kids were
duplicating in their basements.1 94 As the P2P piracy imbroglio concerning
illegal file sharing might suggest, both Congress and the producers of
sound recordings were dreadfully unaware of the extent of damage that
could be done by such "basement bootleggers."'1 95 DAB appears to be yet
another new technology that, because of its unforeseen arrival, escapes just
regulation under the terms of the 1976 Act.
DAB, itself, works in the same manner as traditional radio insofar as
providing exploitation in an arguably symbiotic relationship with the
producers of sound recordings. 96 The real threat of DAB is that it can
provide a myriad of content in digital form, not only free for the hearing,
but free for the taking. 197 This represents a "fundamental transformation of
radio technology,"' 98 changing the "traditional passive listening experience
into an interactive process."'199
"Copyright provides the economic backbone of the music industry by
conferring upon creators certain limited rights, subject to various
exemptions and certain compulsory licenses that assure creators
compensation but not control." 200 Until the advent of digital technology, a
fleshy cushion protected this backbone: the economies of scale that were
required to make broad distribution of high quality recordings
193. See HEYLIN, supra note 94, at 235.
194. McKuin, supra note 99, at 318-19; HEYLrN, supra note 94, at 67-68.
195. See generally Comments of the Recording Industry Association of America, Inc. app.
C at 26 (June 16, 2004) (Thomas M. Lenard, The Economic Impact of Digital Audio Broadcasts
on the Market for Recorded Music), [hereinafter Lenard],
http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native-or_pdf--pdf&id-document-6516213853.
196. See Talley, supra note 9, at 85 (describing the free advertising of the song to listeners
as the benefit to the record companies).
197. See generally RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 15 (noting that DAB users will be
able to automatically search and record a large amount of music utilizing devices being developed
with current technology).
198. Id.
199. See Hearing, supra note 6, at 20.
200. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 16.
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economically feasible. 20' Not only has digital technology removed the
economic barriers to creating "exact" reproductions, it has also made mass
distribution as simple as logging on to the Internet. 2  Notwithstanding the
disingenuous and self-serving comments of interested groups like software
designers, any reasonable observer has to recognize that digital technology
is being used to decimate the value of rights afforded to the producers of
sound recordings.20 3
Even if users did not have the ability to easily redistribute digital
recordings on the Internet, home recording of HD Radio broadcasts is
definitively different from what was tacitly approved of in 197 1.204 The
ability to digitally record free digital broadcasts will result in better quality
"substitute" recordings than those made from analog broadcasts onto
analog media. 20 5 This leads to the rational conclusion that there will be an
increase in the harm to the potential market for the copyright protected
work being recorded.
Since "effect on potential market" is arguably the most important
factor in evaluating fair use defenses, 2° 6 it stands to reason that the digital
recording of any HD Radio broadcast may fall outside of the already
questionable fair use presumption applied to analog home recordings of
analog broadcasts. This position is strengthened when the recording is
done for the purpose of library building, a purpose that courts have
consistently considered "commercial" when evaluating the first factor of
the fair use test. 20 7 It is clear that the first and fourth factors of the fair use
evaluation weigh more heavily against finding fair use when applied to
digital home recording of HD Radio broadcasts as compared to the
traditional method.20 8
It has been argued that discussions concerning the regulation of HD
Radio receivers with recording capabilities are premature.20 9 Since no such
201. See Lenard, supra note 195, at 22.
202. See id. at 19.
203. See id. at 19-20.
204. See H.R. REP. NO. 92-487, at 7 (1971), reprinted in 1971 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1556, 1572.
205. See discussion supra Part II.A. 1.
206. See JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 903.
207. See RIAA Reply Comments, supra note 43, at 28-29 & n.79 (citing In re Aimster
Copyright Litig., 334 F.3d 643, 645 (7th Cir. 2003); A & M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239
F.3d 1004, 1014-19 (9th Cir. 2001); Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 259
F.Supp. 2d 1029, 1034-35 (C.D. Cal. 2003)).
208. See generally id. at 31-33 (noting that the analysis of the second and third factors
remain constant, because the nature and amount of the use are the same for traditional and DAB
broadcasting methods).
209. See Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 86, at 2-3.
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devices currently exist, the possibility of present cognizable harm is
negated.210 At first blush, it seems intrinsically unfair to stifle the growth
of a new technology without proven harm. 21 However, one needs to look
no further than the traditional equitable remedy of preventative injunctions
to realize that our country recognizes the value of preventing future
212harm. A prerequisite for a preliminary injunction is that there is an
inadequate remedy at law.213 For example, many copyright owners found
themselves without an adequate remedy when forced to sue individually
those who participated in P2P piracy.214
There is no reason to believe HD Radio does not represent a
legitimate threat of the same magnitude as P2P piracy.215 In addition to the
combination of HD Radio recordings and mass distribution across the
Internet, HD Radio receivers with recording capabilities will allow users to
create a digital library of music without the inherent costs associated with
P2P file sharing.21 6 The Consumer Group Coalition, an opponent of HD
Radio regulation, argues that it is important to recognize that DAB
receivers have been available in the United Kingdom for nearly ten years,
yet there is no evidence that it has caused an increase in copyright
infringement.217
The situation in the United Kingdom is inapposite for one very simple
reason: only very recent DAB devices there have begun to incorporate
TiVo-like features. 218  Additionally, the recording and broadcasting
industries in the United Kingdom have recognized a problem.219 In fact,
the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) "concurs
with [the] RIAA that unprotected DAB is likely to promote widespread
copying and distribution of copyrighted works, and to substitute the legal
channels for the distribution of sound recordings-namely, CD sales and
210. See id.
211. See id. at 16.
212. See ELAINE W. SHOBEN ET AL., REMEDIES 46 (3d ed. 2002).
213. See id.
214. See Lenard, supra note 195, at 24.
215. See id. at 26.
216. See generally id. at 27-32 (stating that the cost of computer purchase, requirement of
an Internet connection, risk of litigation, and computer virus threats would be avoided if a HD
Radio receiver could provide a library of digital music as does P2P file-sharing).
217. See Consumer Group Coalition, supra note 31, at 24.
218. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 76. TiVo is a device that allows consumers to
digitally record television broadcasts on a hard disk for later playback, with capabilities generally
similar to a VCR (i.e. pause, fast forward, rewind); see also Randal C. Picker, The Digital Video
Recorder: Unbundling Advertising and Content, 71 U. CHI. L. REv 205 (2004).
219. See RIAA Reply Comments, supra note 43, at 19-20.
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online distribution. ' '220 The IFPI also agrees with the RIAA that time is of
the essence in promulgating regulation for DAB because implementation
will only get more difficult as the DAB device market grows.22' Of course,
even a recording made with the most sophisticated DAB receiver would do
no more harm than a recording of an analog broadcast if a DAB recording
were made for time-shifting purposes.222
If it could be shown that time-shifting would likely be the main
purpose of digitally recording HD Radio broadcasts, even the RIAA agrees
that, under Betamax, such action could be considered a fair use. 223 It is
doubtful that such a situation would occur; home recording of music is
generally done for reasons fundamentally different from home recording of
television broadcasts.224 Home recording of music is normally done for
library building purposes and rarely to time-shift, whereas home recording
of television broadcasts is just the opposite.225 Because library building is
not addressed in Betamax, its precedential value goes no farther than
226
finding that time-shifting alone is a legitimate form of fair use.
If HD Radio broadcasts can be digitally recorded and made into
readily transferable computer files, this would open a veritable treasure
chest of material to those who illegally acquire music from Internet P2P
227services. The recording industry would be especially harmed because
the "hit" music that is normally played on the radio makes up a
disproportionate amount of record company sales. 228  Although the
distributors of software that facilitates P2P file sharing may be exempt
from liability for copyright infringement,229 it is clear that individual use of
the software to make duplicates of copyright protected works is an
220. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 78.
221. See id. at 77.
222. See Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc. 464 U.S. 417, 454-55 (1984).
Although the time-shifting at issue in Betamax concerned recording free television broadcasts, it
seems reasonable that the de minimus harm and public benefits found would also be present when
a home recorder records HD Radio broadcasts for time-shifting purposes.
223. See RIAA Reply Comments, supra note 38, at 27.
224. See NIMMER & NIMMER, supra note 101, § 8B.01 [D][2].
225. Id.
226. Id.
227. See Lenard, supra note 195, at 26.
228. See id. at 19-23.
229. See Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 380 F.3d 1154, 1163 (9th
Cir. 2004) (making the distinction that P2P systems operating on a decentralized basis, like
Grokster, did not give system creators the kind of control that is necessary to meet the knowledge
requirement for contributory copyright infringement liability; whereas Napster's centralized
system did).
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infringing action.
230
It has been suggested that the threat posed by HD Radio is greater
than P2P, at least in part because it is assumed that DAB will fully replace
analog broadcasting in the near future.2 3' Specifically, since it appears the
number of radios in American homes far exceeds the number of home
computers, it is argued that copyright protected material will be more
available for the taking. 32 This argument seems rational when applied to
recordings done solely for library building purposes, but it is hindered by a
non sequitur of logic when it comes to widespread distribution: the harm
caused by HD Radio cannot be directly compared with the harm caused by
P2P because P2P would probably be the key method of facilitating
widespread distribution of HD Radio recordings. 3 It appears that the only
method of redress for unauthorized P2P distribution of content recorded
from HD Radio broadcasts is a direct infringement suit against the
consumer.
234
Commentators who oppose increasing protection for sound recordings
broadcast via HD Radio have stated that "[t]o the extent the listener
inappropriately uses, distributes, or even sells the recorded content,...
existing laws adequately protect the rights of copyright holders from
infringing acts. 235 Decisions like those in Napster and Grokster show that
individuals who use P2P systems are generally liable for copyright
infringement when they upload or download material protected by
copyright.236 These decisions were critical in conveying to the public that
P2P file sharing of copyrighted music is a violation of federal law; but in
practical terms, it was a pyrrhic victory.
Even though copyright holders were legally entitled to sue infringers,
the initial round of P2P user suits resulted in a heavy backlash from the
public.237 The RIAA responded that it would not unreasonably prosecute
those who had "downloaded only a small number of songs, 238 but it is
arguable that the RIAA considered such prosecution unreasonable because
it would have been grossly inefficient. Prosecution of HD Radio users
230. 1d. at 1160.
231. See Lenard, supra note 195, at 26.
232. Id. at 26-27.
233. Consumer Group Coalition, supra note 31, at 21.
234. See id.
235. Id. at 14.
236. See Napster, 239 F.3d at 1014; Grokster, 380 F.3d at 1160.
237. Augustin Sedgewick, RIAA Not After Small-Timers: Industry Tones Down Anti-Piracy
Rhetoric, ROLLING STONE, Aug. 19, 2003, at http://www.rollingstone.com/news/story/_/
id/5935815.
238. Id.
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building libraries would likely be even more problematic because the
identity of the infringer would not be publicly available, as it is with P2P
users. 239  Changes in technology have put the producers of sound
recordings in an unenviable position, a battle with copyright infringers that
bears an uncanny resemblance to a protracted game of "whack-a-mole.
240
Under the 1976 Act and the cases that have interpreted it, there is no
clear answer as to where home recording of HD Radio broadcasts falls.
While the evidence presented herein suggests time-shifting would not be a
major use of HD Radios with the ability to record, this is ultimately a
question of fact, just as it was in Betamax.24' There is no agreement if
home recording of analog radio broadcasts for the purpose of library
building is a fair use, let alone home recording done from HD Radio
broadcasts.242 Certainly, distribution of such recordings would be a
violation of copyright law,243 but the fact remains that the right to sue a
myriad of individual infringers is so inadequate a remedy that it is
essentially no remedy at all. Former Senator Edward W. Brooke said it
best: "[A] right without a remedy is like a bell without a clapper-hollow
and empty." 244
2. The AHRA of 1992
The AHRA, "as part of the compromise among the various interest
groups out of which it was forged, steers an intermediate course between
those conflicting ideals. 2 45 Instead of trying to monitor home users for
copyright violations, Congress opted for a royalty on each device and blank
239. See Lenard, supra note 195, at 24.
240. Tacuma Roeback, Labels Crank Up Fight, Suing File-Swapping Students, Sites,
TENNESSEAN, May 18, 2003, at http://www.tennessean.com/local/archives/03/05/
32886599.shtml?ElementID=32886599. For readers who have not had the pleasure, whack-a-
mole is a "popular arcade game in which a different mole pops up after you smash one down."
Id.
241. See Sony, 464 U.S. at 454-55.
242. See generally H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476, at 65-67 (1976), reprinted in 1976 U.S.C.C.AN.
5659, 5678-5681 (discussing the general ambiguities of fair use). If library building is
considered noncommercial, 17 U.S.C. § 1008, which prohibits copyright infringement actions
based on consumer's noncommercial use of digital or analog recording devices, may make the
fair use debate moot. 17 U.S.C. § 1008. However, some cases suggest library building is
commercial in nature, so the issue may not be dead yet. See RI4A Reply Comments, supra note
43, at 28-29 & n.79 (citing In re Aimster, 334 F.3d at 645; Napster, 239 F.3d at 1014-19;
Grokster, 259 F. Supp. 2d at 1034-35.
243. See 17 U.S.C.§ 501.
244. George E. Curry, Fair Housing Next on Civil Rights Map, CHI. TRIB., Mar. 28, 1988, at
M4.
245. NIMMER & NIMMER, supra note 101, § 8B.03.
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medium sold.246 It is clear that DAT, DCC, and Minidisc recorders are
DARD's under the AHRA.147 It is just as clear that MP3 players,
computers, and their hard drives, fall outside the AHRA. 248 The legislative
history of the Act states that a central purpose of the Act was to
conclusively resolve the home recording debate for both analog and digital
technologies.249 Unfortunately, judging by the controversy surrounding the
introduction of HD Radio, a conclusive resolution eluded the AHRA.
Theoretically, an HD Radio receiver with just a digital output might
be considered a Digital Audio Interface Device (DAID) subject to the
provisions of the AHRA. 250 This interpretation is likely contradicted by the
fact that CD players are currently available with digital outputs, 25I a
combination that would arguably make such CD players DAIDs under the
AHRA.252 It appears that there has not been a strong call for these devices
to be classified as DAIDs, possibly because it is taken for granted that this
type of device was designed to play CDs and not "to communicate digital
audio information... to a digital audio recording device through a
nonprofessional interface. 253 In any event, it appears that the AHRA does
not apply to devices that have a digital output unless the device is otherwise
a DARD.
The question of AHRA coverage becomes murkier when the device is
a DAB receiver that operates as part of a personal computer. Such a device
is already available in the United Kingdom, 254 and there is no reason to
expect that a similar device will not soon be created for HD Radio. Even
though physically separable, a DAB device that operates in conjunction
with a computer could reasonably be considered a computer component,
246. See id.
247. Alliance of Artists and Recording Companies, AHRA, at
http://www.aarcroyalties.com/ahra.html (last visited Feb. 10, 2005). The medium associated with
each type of recorder listed would be Digital Audio Recording Mediums (DARMs) as defined by
the AHRA.
248. Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am. v. Diamond Multimedia Sys., Inc., 180 F.3d 1072,
1078 (9th Cir. 1999).
249. See S. REP. No. 102-294, at 51 (1992).
250. See 17 U.S.C. § 1001(2) (2000) (defining a DAID as "any machine or device that is
designed specifically to communicate digital audio information and related interface data to a
digital audio recording device through a nonprofessional interface").
251. See, e.g., Catalog, Denon Electronics, Inc., DCM-380/280 CD Auto Changer, available
at http://www.usa.denon.com/catalog/pdfs/DCM380_280.pdf (last visited Feb. 10, 2005).
252. See 17 U.S.C. § 1001(2).
253. See id.
254. Modular Technology, DAB Digital Radio, at http://reviews.zdnet.co.uk/hardware/
audio/0,39023770,010001752,00.htm (last visited Feb. 10, 2005) (reviewing DAB PC 1 card
available for sale in the United Kingdom).
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just like a removable hard drive.2 5  Once a device is classified as a
computer (or functions as part of a computer system), the holding in
Diamond excludes such a device from coverage under the AHRA.256 If a
DAB receiver card is not considered part of the computer, it seems that it
would still be outside the AHRA definitions for either DAIDs or DARDs.
It is functionally equivalent to a CD player with digital outputs, thereby
probably excluding it from DAID status;257 and it lacks the recording
capability that is required by the definition of a DARD.258
The device that seems to be most contentious in its AHRA
classification is the HD Radio receiver with a built-in hard drive, a so-
called "DAB receiver/recorder., 259  This is most likely a result of the
decision in Diamond, where the court announced: "computers (and their
hard drives) are not digital audio recording devices., 260 This holding begs
the question: Is a DMR reproduction device a DARD when it employs a
hard drive that is not part of a computer? It appears that the court assumed
hard drives were generally only used in devices like computers that handled
multiple functions, and therefore it did not consider devices where the only
function of the hard drive is to store DACRs. 261  As the EFF correctly
points out, "there are a variety of AHRA-compliant home audio recorders
on the market that rip CDs to a hard drive contained in the device[;]" and
that "there is nothing talismanic about the storage of music on a hard drive"
when it comes to DARD classification.262
255. See Diamond, 180 F.3d at 1078 (suggesting that even though exempting computer hard
drives from coverage under the AHRA would effectively eviscerate the AHRA, it appeared that
"the Act seems to have been expressly designed to create th[at] loophole."). Such exclusion
appears to have been a calculated move by those trying to pass the AHRA; a recognition that
vigorous opposition by the computer industry would have made passage of the Act much more
difficult. Id. at 1078 n.6.
256. Id.
257. See 17 U.S.C. § 1001(2) (defining a DAID as "any machine or device that is designed
specifically to communicate digital audio information and related interface data to a digital audio
recording device through a nonprofessional interface").
258. See Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 86, at 8; 17 U.S.C.
§ 1001(3) (assuming that the "digital recording function" of the device must be carried out by the
device itself, and not by "some other machine or device").
259. See Comments of iBiquity Digital Corporation 31 (June 16, 2004) (stating
"[c]onsumers expect to have this functionality available in many classes of radio"); Comments of
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 86, at 7 (christening such a device a "DAB
receiver/recorder").
260. Diamond, 180 F.3d at 1078; See 17 U.S.C. § 1001(5)(B).
261. Id. The Diamond court found that "almost all hard drives contain numerous programs
(e.g., for word processing, scheduling appointments, etc.) and databases that are not incidental to
any sound files that may be stored on the hard drive." Id. at 1076.
262. Reply Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation and the Brennan Center for
Justice Free Expression Policy Project 6 & n. 13 (Aug. 2, 2004) [hereinafter Reply Comments of
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The Diamond holding implies that, had the Rio MP3 player made
Digital Audio Copied Recordings (DACRs)263 from transmissions, it would
have been a DARD. 264 The reason the Rio was not considered a DARD
was that it copied music stored primarily on computer hard drives, and such
music was not considered Digital Music Recordings (DMRs).265 If a DAB
receiver/recorder was configured like a Rio with the additional ability to
reproduce transmissions, those reproductions would be DACRs, and the
device should reasonably be classified as a DARD. 266 Despite the RJAA's
position that the AHRA was not intended to cover devices like DAB
receiver/recorders,26 v a "plain vanilla" HD Radio receiver with a hard drive
for recording just DMRs would probably be within the definition of a
DARD.268  Yet, there is a way in which producers of DAB
receiver/recorders might avoid classification of their devices as DARDs
under the AHRA.
Section 1001 defines a DARD, in part, as a device that "the digital
recording function of which is designed or marketed for the primary
purpose of... making [DACRs] for private use, except... equipment that
is designed and marketed primarily for the creation of sound recordings
resulting from the fixation of nonmusical sounds. 269  If the statutory
language is interpreted strictly, a producer of a DAB recorder/receiver
could escape regulation under the AHRA by simply designing and
marketing the product as a device created to record only nonmusical
the Electronic Frontier Foundation], http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/
retrieve.cgi?native-or.pdfpdf&iddocument=6516286432.
263. See 17 U.S.C. § 1001(1) (defining a DACR as "a reproduction in a digital recording
format of a digital musical recording, whether that reproduction is made directly from another
digital musical recording or indirectly from a transmission").
264. Diamond, 180 F.3d at 1076.
265. 17 U.S.C. § 1001(5)(A)-(5)(B) (defining a DMR as "a material object--i) in which
are fixed, in a digital recording format, only sounds, and material, statements, or instructions
incidental to those fixed sounds, if any, and (ii) from which the sounds and material can be
perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or
device[;]" and explicitly excluding material objects "(i) in which the fixed sounds consist entirely
of spoken word recordings, or (ii) in which one or more computer programs are fixed, except that
a digital musical recording may contain statements or instructions constituting the fixed sounds
and incidental material, and statements or instructions to be used directly or indirectly in order to
bring about the perception, reproduction, or communication of the fixed sounds and incidental
material").
266. See Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 86, at 7; see also
Diamond, 180 F.3d at 1076.
267. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 71.
268. See Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 86, at 7.
269. 17 U.S.C. § 1001(3).
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broadcasts.270 If a DAB receiver/recorder was created for the primary
purpose of recording talk or sports broadcasts, and such broadcasts are
comprised of either nonmusical recordings or Spoken Word Recordings
(SWRs), then the device would not be a DARD .271 This would be true
"even if the machine or device is technically capable of making
[DMRs]."272
So how does a manufacturer know if its DAB receiver/recorder will
be considered to have been "designed and marketed" with the "primary
purpose" of making DACRs? 273 Section 1010 provides that a manufacturer
or importer can agree to binding arbitration with an interested copyright
holder to determine if the device is subject to AHRA requirements.274 The
legislative history behind the Act states that a "purpose that exceeds 50
percent of all purposes" is a primary purpose under the AHRA.275 Read
literally, this would mean that once a device has two purposes, there would
be no possibility of a primary purpose.2 76 A standard that evaluates the
specific amount of use attributed to each purpose would seem to make
more sense, but to find such a standard would stretch the legislative history
implausibly thin.277 Without more direction from Congress, a device
created to record talk, sports, and music broadcasts could not have a
primary purpose of creating DACRs and therefore would not be classifiable
as a DARD.278
There is ample evidence that at least one incarnation of a DAB
receiver/recorder would be outside the reach of the AHRA. 279 Whether it is
through the computer "loophole 280 or the primary purpose requirement,281
270. See RL4A Comments, supra note 38, at 71-72; See also 17 U.S.C § 1001(3)(B).
271. See RLIA Comments, supra note 38, at 71; See also 17 U.S.C. § 1001(3)(B), (5)(B)(i),
(5)(C)(i) (excluding SWRs, even if they include incidental musical accompaniment, from the
recordings considered as DMRs).
272. S. REP. No. 102-294, at 48 (1992).
273. See id. at 47-48. Obviously, an electronics manufacturer would know if it had
"designed and marketed" its device with the "primary purpose" of making DACRs; but this
would not necessarily predetermine the outcome of an official determination of the machine's
status.
274. 17 U.S.C. § 1010(a).
275. S. REP. No. 102-294, at47 (1992).
276. See id.
277. See id.
278. See id.
279. See Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 86, at 7-8. But see
RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 71-73.
280. d.
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the limited scope of the AHRA is readily apparent.282 To be sure, some
DAB receiver/recorder configurations are apt to be classified as DARDs.8 3
Clearly, the AHRA is at best a bad fit for DAB receiver/recorders, 284 but at
least it will generate some compensation for unauthorized recordings made
with devices found to be DARDs.2 85  However, once one DAB
receiver/recorder model is officially found to be outside the reach of the
AHRA, it is only rational to assume electronics manufacturers will then
focus on similar configurations in order to avoid being regulated under the
AHRA. Since the AHRA does not completely cover the entire spectrum of
possible DAB receiver/recorder devices, it will at best operate as a glitch in
the evolution and adoption of such devices.
3. The DPRA of 1995
In enacting the DPRA, Congress recognized that a home computer
user could amass a library of digital music with ease, so therefore it put the
onus on those who provide digital music over the Internet to compensate
the owners of sound recordings. 86 Indeed, a Senate Committee report
stated that the purpose of the Act was to "ensure that performing artists,
record companies and others whose livelihood depends upon effective
copyright protection for sound recordings, will be protected as new
technologies affect the ways in which their creative works are used. 287
Further, the report states the Act had "been carefully drafted to
accommodate foreseeable technological changes, 288 but that the legislation
was narrowly crafted to address "certain types of subscription and
interactive audio services[.],, 289  This narrow focus would explain the
cursory gloss given to the threat of digital radio. 29° Instead of examining
the effect the digital revolution might have on terrestrial broadcasting, the
report just cites the historical reciprocity between broadcasters and the
producers of sound recordings as a basis for exempting all terrestrial
281. See S. REP. No. 102-294, at 47-48 (1992).
282. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 71.
283. See Reply Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 262, at 4-5 &
n.9 and accompanying text.
284. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 71.
285. 17 U.S.C. § 1006.
286. See SAMUELS, supra note 19, at 51-53.
287. S. REP. No. 104-128, at 10 (1995), reprinted in 1995 U.S.C.C.A.N. 356, 357.
288. S. REP. No. 104-128, at 14, reprinted in 1995 U.S.C.C.A.N. 356, 361.
289. S. REP. No. 104-128, at 15, reprinted in 1995 U.S.C.C.A.N. 356, 362.
290. See S. REP. No. 104-128, at 15, 19, reprinted in 1995 U.S.C.C.A.N. 356, 362, 366.
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nonsubscription broadcasting from coverage.
Even though HD Radio technology results in an undeniably better
service than traditional AM/FM broadcasts,292 the two are treated exactly
the same under § 114.293 Both are exempt under the description of
"nonsubscription broadcast transmissions," or traditional over-the-air
broadcasts emanating from "a radio station facility operated subject to an
FCC license. 294  Clearly, HD Radio is substantively similar to the
streaming or "webcasting" explicitly encompassed by the DPRA as
amended by the DMCA, but the specificity of § 114(d)(1)(A) requires that
HD Radio broadcasts are exempt from coverage under § 106(6).295
IV. PROPOSED CHANGES To ENSURE THE ADEQUATE PROTECTION OF
INTERESTS IN SOUND RECORDINGS
A. Modification of Existing Copyright Law
1. The 1976 Act
"The lack of a [full] public performance right in sound recordings
under U.S. law is an historical anomaly that does not have a strong policy
justification .... ,296 Nevertheless, it is an anomaly that will likely persist.
The Copyright Office has been urging Congress to adopt a full performance
right for almost 100 years, to little avail.297 Congress has only acted when
undeniable threats have arisen, and even then just in limited doses.
2 98
It is no doubt true that "[i]n the republic of copyright, not all works
291. S. REP. No. 104-128, at 15, reprinted in 1995 U.S.C.C.A.N. 356, 362. But see Scott
Woolley, Broadcast Bullies, FORBES, Sept. 6, 2004, 134, 140 (intimating that terrestrial radio
broadcasters crusaded to regulate satellite radio out of existence, while cajoling Congress to
exempt their "baby," terrestrial digital broadcasting, from coverage under the DRPA).
292. See generally RIAA Reply Comments, supra note 43, at 8-11 (explaining why DAB
represents a significant improvement over traditional broadcast radio).
293. See Hearing, supra note 6, at 15-16.
294. Id.
295. See JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 598.
296. INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE TASK FORCE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE
NATIONAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE: THE REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (Sept. 1995), available at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/
com/doc/ipnii/ipnii.txt.
297. See Hearing, supra note 6, at 10.
298. See id. at 13 (noting Congress has only provided protection for the public performance
of sound recordings in 1971, 1995 and 1998; situations where the harm to the producers of sound
recordings had become undeniable).
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are created equal, 299 but it must be equally true that any such existing
rights are subject to change in the face of new technology. 300  Therefore,
the idea that Congress can ever fully "resolve" the performance right
debate is patently inaccurate. 30 1 A near century of Congressional lethargy
should not be considered an unassailable precedent, especially since there
is "ample evidence that the current technological advancements have
significantly changed the assumptions upon which th[e] past decision[s]
w[ere] based., 30 2  The fact that "approximately sixty other countries
recognize [public] performance rights" 30 3 in sound recordings suggests that
Congress should reconsider the issue, if for no other reason than to attempt
to conform American law with international standards.3°
In summary, it is doubtful that Congress will be persuaded to amend
the 1976 Act to include a full performance right for sound recordings. If
Congress is going to act, it is more plausible it will do so, not by amending
the main body of the 1976 Act, but by amending or creating a "highly
specific 'mini-statute[]' whose content is not shaped by policy concerns but
instead by the strength of the contending lobbies., 30 5 The likelihood of
Congress adopting a new pro sound recording rights mini-statute is
probably close to nil, especially considering that corporate behemoths like
Clear Channel represent the kind of parties traditionally opposed to such
306protection.
2. The AHRA
The AHRA is based on the compromise reached at the 1989 meeting
between the International Recording Industry and the Consumer
Electronics Industry. 307  In 1989, dial-up Internet access was not yet
299. Oversight Hearings on Performers' and Performance Rights in Sound Recordings
Before the Subcom. on Intellectual Prop. and Judicial Admin. of the House Comm. on the
Judiciary, 103d Cong., Appendix A, 8 (1993) (detailing comments of Peter Jaszi, entitled A Case
Against Performance Rights in Sound Recordings, submitted to the Copyright Office in 1991 and
attached as Appendix A to the written testimony of Edward 0. Fritts, President & CEO of the
National Association of Broadcasters).
300. See supra Part III.B.3.
301. Contra Talley, supra note 9, at 88.
302. Id. at 89.
303. Id. at 91.
304. Id. (By denying public performance rights to the owners of sound recordings, foreign
reciprocity requirements will keep American copyright holders from partaking in foreign royalty
pools that exceed $120 million a year).
305. JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 27.
306. See Hearing, supra note 6, at 2 (stating that television and radio broadcasters have
historically opposed any royalty payments based on the use of sound recordings).
307. McKuin, supra note 99, at 322.
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commercially available 08 and a "portable" computer weighed seventeen
pounds.309 Likewise, the AHRA is a relic of the past that is undeniably
awkward in modem scenarios. The AHRA represents a no-win situation
when applied to DAB devices. They will either be regulated based on
standards created for an entirely different class of digital products,310 or not
regulated at all-lumped in with analog technology forty years their
senior. 31 1 Arguably, if the definition of devices covered under the AHRA
were expanded to explicitly include certain HD Radio receiver
configurations, it would ameliorate some of the damage caused by the use
of those devices. But the protective requirements of SCMS or similar
systems would probably not prevent Internet redistribution, thereby
drastically reducing the effectiveness of such an expansion.312
Again, modification of copyright law presents a significant challenge,
specifically because much of the technology at issue would at least
tangentially implicate the computer industry.3 13 Proponents of the Act
expressly excluded computers from coverage in order to avoid raising the
computer industry's collective ire,3 14 and it must be assumed that the
computer industry has only become more powerful since the passage of the
AHRA. As such, the AHRA is not apt to be revised to deal with the
problems associated with HD Radio. Such a position is unquestionably
logical because redrafting such a specifically tailored piece of legislation
would most likely take longer than creating a new mini-statute from whole
cloth.
3. The DPRA
The DPRA would be the most easily tailored piece of currently
existing law; an option that is especially tempting considering Congress
virtually ignored DAB when drafting the DRPA.315 By simply removing §
1 14(d)(1)(A) 316 and deleting "subscription" from § 1 14(d)(2), 317 § 114
308. See Robert Hobbes, Hobbes' Internet Timeline v8.0. at http://www.zakon.org/robert/
intemet/timeline/ (last visited Feb. 10, 2005).
309. See Ken Polsson, Chronology of Events in the History of Microcomputers, at
http://www.microprocessor.sscc.ru/comphist/comp 1986.htm (last visited Feb. 10, 2005).
310. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 72-73.
311. See id. at 73-74. (detailing the consequences of treating DAB like traditional radio).
312. Id. at 74.
313. See supra Part III.B.2.
314. See supra Part tII.B.2.
315. S. REP. No. 104-39, at 15 (1995), reprinted in 1995 U.S.C.A.A.N. 356, 362.
316. 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(1)(A) (2000) ("a nonsubscription broadcast transmission").
317. 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(2).
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would provide statutory licensing for sound recordings broadcast on HD
Radio. Once again, the power of the broadcasting interests may be an
obstacle too great to overcome. 3 18 Traditional radio stations may be able to
successfully argue that requiring them to take on the additional burden of
paying for sound recording rights would force them out of business
altogether.
B. Technological Modifications
Due to the proprietary nature of HD Radio, the feasibility of any
technical content protection measure evaluated by an outside commentator
would be theoretical.319 iBiquity is aware of such proposed measures, and
has indicated that either encryption or flagging technology could be
incorporated into HD Radio technology. 32 0  It is also clear that while
iBiquity maintains an anti-piracy faqade,321 it is quite reluctant to endorse
322any restrictions on digital broadcasting.
Along with National Public Radio,323 the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB),324 the CGC,325 and the Electronic Frontier Foundation
(EFF),326 iBiquity has challenged the FCC's jurisdictional authority to
impose restrictions on DAB.327 These organizations responded to the
FCC's Notice of Inquiry concerning content protection for digitally-
broadcast sound recordings.328 Since Congress is charged with enforcing
the Copyright Act,329 the aforementioned groups believe that the FCC
would be overstepping its mandate if it tried to enforce a content protection
scheme.330 Whether or not the FCC has the authority to regulate DAB is
318. See supra Part III.A.2.
319. See generally Comments of the Recording Industry Association of America, Inc. app.
A at 3-4 (June 16, 2004) [hereinafter Hamilton] (Jeff Hamilton, Report For the Recording
Industry Association of America, Inc.), available at http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/
retrieve.cgi?native-orpdf=pdf&iddocument-6516213851.
320. See Paul Gluckman, Digital Radio Developer Says Content Protection Possible,
CoMM. DAILY, Apr. 19, 2004, at 5.
321. See id.
322. See Reply Comments of iBiquity Digital Corporation at iii (Aug. 2, 2004) [hereinafter
Reply Comments of iBiquity].
323. See Reply Comments of National Public Radio, Inc. at 24 (Aug. 2, 2004).
324. See Reply Comments of the National Association of Broadcasters at 36 (Aug. 2, 2004).
325. See Consumer Group Coalition, supra note 31, at 4-6.
326. See Reply Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 262, at 13.
327. See Reply Comments of iBiquity, supra note 322, at 12-13.
328. See supra notes 323-327.
329. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at iii.
330. See Reply Comments of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, supra note 262, at 13.
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currently undetermined, but it is worth noting that similar protective
schemes have been granted in the broadcast television realm. 331 Even if the
FCC does not have the authority to enact regulations pertaining to digitally
broadcast sound recordings, all of the arguments made concerning the
validity of said regulations should still be appropriate if made to
Congress.332
Another issue that asserted in the context of technological solutions is
the obsolescence they might create.3 33 The HD Radio IBOC standard
allows digital material to be broadcast without displacing traditional analog
broadcasting, thus avoiding a potentially significant legacy problem.
334
There may also be legacy concerns for those who already own an HD
Radio Receiver. The adoption of at least one of the proposed content
protection schemes would arguably make any currently- available HD
Radio receiver the technological equivalent of a sacrificial lamb. 335 Both
those for and against content protection technology for HD Radio
broadcasts use the legacy issue as an element in their respective quests for
decisive action.
For example, the RIAA argues that if the FCC does not act swiftly in
adopting content protection standards, there is a high likelihood "that
'consumers' expectations' regarding permissible use of copyrighted content
will unnecessarily be expanded., 336  Once the public has a "taste" of
unprotected HD Radio content, it is argued, it will be much tougher to put
more strict regulatory guidelines in place.337 The CGC in turn contends
that "the cat is out of the bag," and content-protection measures that might
be adopted in the future would necessarily and unreasonably retard the
adoption of HD Radio.
338
Such legacy concerns were a significant issue in the debates
surrounding the FCC's adoption of a broadcast flag standard for HDTV.339
331. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at iii (noting the FCC's decisions that adopted
Broadcast Flag and Plug and Play regulations for television).
332. Since the jurisdictional question does not affect the merit of arguments concerning
content protection for digitally broadcast sound recordings, an extended discussion of the topic
has been intentionally omitted.
333. See generally Consumer Group Coalition, supra note 31, at 27 (noting that ever-
changing technological advances quickly outdate new technologies).
334. See What is HD Radio, supra note 10.
335. See Consumer Group Coalition, supra note 31, at 27.
336. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 81.
337. See RIAA Reply Comments, supra note 43, at 56.
338. Consumer Group Coalition, supra note 31, at 27.
339. See generally In re Digital Broadcast Content Protection, MB Docket No. 02-230, 6-
22 (Nov. 4, 2003) [hereinafter Digital Broadcast Content Protection]. Although it is not
technically the same issue, considerations raised in the HDTV broadcasting debate can, to a
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Indeed, the FCC excluded "watermarking" and "fingerprinting" protection
technologies as possible standards for HDTV because, although intriguing,
the technology was "insufficiently mature., 340 Thus, HDTV investigation
focused on two forms of digital content protections capable of relatively
quick implementation: encryption and flagging.
341
1. Encryption of HD Radio Broadcasts
Encryption is the "translation of data into a secret code" that can be
decrypted, or made useable, by the use of a secret key.342 The RIAA
proposes an encryption system whereby the digital broadcaster encrypts
any signal that will include "copyright asserted content at the source,"
requiring HD Radios with licensed decryption technology to force the
listener to abide by certain "usage rules., 343 The set of usage rules that the
RIAA proposes would allow listeners to manually record broadcasts, either
by pushing a record button or by programming a timed recording of no less
than 30-minute blocks. 344  The RIAA proposal hopes to eliminate the
possibility of disaggregation of individual sound recordings and the use of
"RECORDING ID" information to automatically identify and record
specific sound recordings.345
The main benefit that encryption would offer is robust protection for
content.346 This is because encrypted content would be encoded throughout
the transmission process, from station to receiver.347 Adoption of an
encryption standard would not require all content to be encrypted, and
therefore public domain and specifically authorized content would not be
subject to the restrictions that might be placed on encrypted content.348
Such encryption "would protect against hackers who might 'develop
software to capture the raw signal.' 349 In addition, an encryption standard
"could be implemented to enable renewability if security is
reasonable extent, be applied to the HD Radio context).
340. Id. at 12-13.
341. Id. at 7-12.
342. Webopedia, at http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/e/encryption.html (last visited Feb.
10, 2005).
343. Hamilton, supra note 319, at 9.
344. Id. at 7.
345. Id.
346. Digital Broadcast Content Protection, supra note 339, at 11-12. The term "robust" is
to be given its normal English language meaning, and not as specifically defined by Hamilton,
supra note 319.
347. See id.
348. R/AA Comments, supra note 38, at 64.
349. Id. at 63.
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compromised., 350  Lastly, encryption would require broadcasters and
device manufacturers to comply with the encryption parameters in order to
be effective, obsolescing any receivers created without the encryption
technology.
35'
By requiring HD Radio receivers to be compliant with encryption
standards, existing digital receivers would become, at best, very expensive
analog radios.352  The effect of this problem would be proportionally
related to the time it takes to develop and implement an encryption
standard.353 Since there is no consensus on how long it might take to
develop an appropriate encryption algorithm,354 there is some basis to
believe a substantial number of noncompliant legacy devices would
become obsolete.355 iBiquity contends that this kind of a situation will lead
to consumers getting "mistaken perceptions that the IBOC technology is
flawed," in addition to tarnishing the HD Radio brand name.3 56
2. Audio Protection Flag
Another option is the use of a flag, or other mechanism to "trigger the
usage rules when copyrighted material is broadcast., 357 This would operate
in the same way as the broadcast flag used in HDTV.358 This system works
by including a small copyright notice within the metadata broadcast,
enabling an HD Radio to recognize the content as protected and ensure that
the appropriate protections are in place.359 The RIAA proposes that the
Audio Protection Flag (APF) be mandatory if adopted by the FCC, unlike
the permissive standard applied to digital television broadcasters.360
In contrast to encryption, content protected by a flag-based system
would be vulnerable to reception by devices other than those equipped to
protect content based on the information contained in the flag.361
Specifically, legacy devices and homemade demodulators would not
350. Id. at 62.
351. See Hamilton, supra note 319, at 9.
352. See Reply Comments ofiBiquity, supra note 322, at 14 (noting hybrid receivers might
still function in analog mode).
353. See Digital Broadcast Content Protection, supra note 339, at 10.
354. See id. at 11.
355. Consumer Group Coalition, supra note 31, at 27.
356. See Reply Comments of iBiquity, supra note 322, at 14.
357. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 63.
358. Id.
359. Hamilton, supra note 319, at 10.
360. See RIAA Comments, supra note 38, at 63.
361. Digital Broadcast Content Protection, supra note 339, at 11-12.
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recognize flag information; therefore, such devices would be able to
receive unencumbered digital broadcasts.362 The FCC Report concerning
the adoption of the broadcast flag standard for HDTV stated, "[H]ardware
or software demodulators could be produced with relative ease by
individuals with some degree of technical sophistication. 3 63 However, the
FCC Report goes on to imply that any protection system is vulnerable to
circumvention, and that a better test of a system's integrity is its ability to
detour the majority of consumers.364 This conclusion seems shared by the
RIAA, which claims an APF standard "will ensure a reasonable level of
content protection. 365
Assuming the HD Radio technology could support the type of
flagging scheme used for HDTV, HD Radio legacy devices would still be
able to function after the adoption of a flagging standard.366 In fact, legacy
HDTV receivers have the kind of unbridled functionality content protection
schemes are intended to curtail.367 The only legacy problem that a flagging
system might create would be that legacy devices probably would not be
able to play recordings made on flag-compliant recorders.368
Assuming that a compliant device could also play the recordings it
makes, a standard that required devices to be compliant would seem to
create very little real harm to consumers.369 Consumers would probably be
denied legitimate use of recordings made by flag-compliant devices under a
very narrow set of facts, such as not being able to use legacy devices 370 for
"space-shifting" purposes like those approved of discussed in Diamond.371
Thus, a recording made by the consumer's flag-compliant home theater
system might not play on the legacy device the consumer kept in the
garage. The FCC was not overly concerned by this possibility during the
HDTV flagging debate, stating: "Changes in... technology.., will
present other unrelated format incompatibilities.' 372
It would be pure folly to assume that the FCC should automatically
apply flagging technology to HD Radio just because it applied it to HDTV.
362. See id. at 9.
363. Id.
364. Id. at 10.
365. R/AA Comments, supra note 38, at v.
366. See Digital Broadcast Content Protection, supra note 339, at 7-8.
367. See id.
368. See id. at 10-11 n.47.
369. See id.
370. See id. at 3, 6.
371. See Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am. v. Diamond Multimedia Sys., Inc., 180 F.3d 1072,
1079 (9th Cir. 1999).
372. Digital Broadcast Content Protection, supra note 339, at 10-11 n.47.
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But, it must also be recognized that much of the evidence supporting the
adoption of a flagging system for HDTV is just as forceful, if not more so,
when applied to the HD Radio context. One need not look any further than
the Record Rental Amendment of 1984373 to see that Congress has
recognized that sound recordings may need different protections than
audiovisual works.374 Consumers in 1984 were much more likely to record
CDs than movies, considering that CDs, unlike videotapes, could be copied
by commonly available home music systems.375 Such a comparison may
still be relevant in the digital world, considering the disparity in space
required to store audiovisual as compared to solely audio recordings. 376 In
addition, there is also evidence to believe audio works are more apt to be
recorded for library-building purposes than audiovisual works.377 Since
sound recordings are surely at least as vulnerable as the audiovisual works
protected under the broadcast flag protection scheme adopted for HDTV,
the creation and implementation of a comparable system of protection for
HD Radio is surely justified.
V. CONCLUSION
The focus of American copyright law is primarily on the benefits
derived by the public from the labors of authors. 378 In order to reap these
benefits, economic incentives are provided to the creators and
disseminators of new intellectual works.37 9 Although consistently tardy in
addressing new technologies, Congress has undoubtedly established the
desirability of protecting such works.380 The real issue is finding the point
where the public good stops being served by such protection. Even if
Congress were to begin an inquiry concerning HD Radio and sound
recording rights today, the window for effectively addressing the issue may
pass before they reach any resolution.38' Since this is likely the case, "the
FCC is the only entity in a position to move this problem to a solution.
3 82
373. 17 U.S.C. § 109(b)(1)(A) (2000).
374. JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 53 1.
375. See SAMUELS, supra note 19, at 48.
376. See Scott Carlson, Napster Was Nothing Compared with This Year's Bandwith
Problems, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. (Sept. 28, 2001), at http://chronicle.com/free/v48/i05/
05a04401.htm.
377. See NIMMER & NIMMER, supra note 101, § 8B.01 [D][2] (2004).
378. JOYCE ET AL., supra note 105, at 27.
379. Id.
380. See Hearing, supra note 6, at 10; See supra note 298 and accompanying text.
381. See RIAA Reply Comments, supra note 43, at 54, 56.
382. Lenard, supra note 195, at 37.
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Considering the FCC found encryption technology inferior to flagging
technology for the purposes of protecting digital television broadcasts, 383 it
seems reasonable that the same would be true for HD Radio. Proponents of
more protection would certainly prefer that the FCC adopt an encryption
standard, because "it is more effective than a flag system since encryption
protects content at its transmission source rather than at the point of
demodulation. 38 4 If encryption technology has moved forward to a point
where implementation would be expedient; that fact alone could militate
much of the doubt expressed by the FCC in the HDTV debate.385 Even if
the FCC adopted the arguably less robust APF standard for HD Radio, it
would surely be a step in the right direction. It would operate as a "'speed
bump' mechanism to prevent indiscriminate redistribution of broadcast
content and ensure the continued availability of high value content to" free
over-the-air broadcasters.386
Our government needs to afford the producers of sound recordings
some type of protection against the threat HD Radio presents. If Congress
chooses not to amend federal copyright law, or the FCC does not adopt a
flagging or encryption system, our government will have failed to carry out
its constitutional directive to "promote the Progress of Science and useful
Arts.
, ,387
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383. See Digital Broadcast Content Protection, supra note 339, at 12.
384. Id. at 11.
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